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Your device does not work properly? Please read the 
operating instructions again carefully. If the unit is in fact 
defective, please send it to:

PROX-Tech, Inc.
2555 Tate Blvd. SE
PO Box 1909
Hickory, NC 28603-1909

We will respond in a prompt and reliable manner. You 
can also order any necessary spare parts from this 
address.

Important: A short description of the fault helps us to 
respond even more quickly. When returning a device 
within the warranty period, please enclose the relevant 
purchase receipt.

Made in Germany by PROXXON GmbH,
Im Spanischen 18-24, D-54518 Niersbach

Visit our website at: www.proxxon.com/us

Manual

Dividing Attachment
for Micro Mill MF 70 and X-Y table KT 70 

No. 24 264

We reserve the right to modify/improve equipment and specifications
without prior notification.
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Manual
Dividing Attachment No. 24 264
for Micro Mill MF 70 and X-Y table KT 70 

General Information: 

This dividing attachment has been especially
designed for use with the PROXXON X-Y
table KT 70 (article-no. 27 100) which is 
identical to the X-Y table of the PROXXON
Micro Mill MF 70 (article-no. 37 110). 

All provided fixing holes match the slot 
distance of the above items, so that the 
dividing attachment can be mounted in no
time with the included clamping parts. 

Mounting the dividing attachment on the
X-Y table: 

The dividing attachment can be fastened
either lying (fig. 1) or standing (fig. 2) on the 
X-Y table. When using it standing, as shown
in fig. 2, also long work pieces can be 
worked on, as they can be pushed through a 
hole provided in the base plate.

Clamping the work piece:

Tighten the chuck by turning the knurled 
screw on the outside of the housing.

When clamping work pieces from the 
outside, turn the chuck counter clockwise.
When using the clamps to hold a work piece
from the inside, turn the chuck clockwise.

Turn-over clamps (fig. 3):

If the chuck (with knurled screw tightened) is 
turned far enough clock-wise, the jaws will
come loose, can be taken out, turned-over
and replaced again.

When replacing the jaws, please make sure
the numbers stamped on the jaws
correspond with the numbers on the chuck
base. Valid for the order are always those 

numbers on the jaws pointing to the 
inside of the chuck. 
Please refer also to: 

fig. 4: Normal use when clamping
work pieces from the outside and
from the inside.
fig. 5 shows the use of the chuck
with jaws turned-over. This allows
clamping of work pieces with a 
bigger outside diameter.

Vernier Adjustment:

Through an opening in the housing of 
the base plate the engraved degree
adjustment gauge is visible (0º, 5º, 10º, 
etc). The additional gauge at the bottom 
of the base plate (0, 1, 2, 3, 4) allows to 
adjust the chuck at the accuracy of one
degree.

Example: The “0” marking of the degree
gauge (0º) is adjusted to the 0 marking
of the base plate (0). To move the chuck 
for only one degree, the next graduation
mark of the degree gauge (5º) has to be 
in line with the “1” marking of the base
plate. To turn the chuck another degree,
the next graduation mark of the degree
gauge (10º) has to match the “2” 
marking of the base plate, etc.

Included in delivery:

- 1 pc. dividing attachment 24 264
- 4 pc. Allen screw M 6 x 20
- 2 pc. hexagon head screw M 6 x 10
- 4 pc. square nut M 6 
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